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Welcome...
... to the Genomatix Genome Analyzer Quickstart Guide.
The Genomatix Genome Analyzer is Genomatix' integrated solution for comprehensive
second-level analysis of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data from ChIP-Seq, RNASeq or genotyping experiments. Each analyzer is brimming with state-of-the-art technology that sheds light on biological context – essential to help you understand the big
picture.
The GGA produces results of higher relevance, answering your scientific questions with
even greater precision than before.

With its two distinct faces:

•
•

the browser based interface for quick and intuitive access and easily comprehensible visualization of data and
the command line input alternative for the bio-informatics specialist
wanting to integrate scripts and tools in proprietary pipelines or to
directly access the underlying data and data structures,

the Genomatix Genome Analyzer provides:

•
•
•

state-of-the-art technologies of the Genomatix Software Suite plus
additional analysis capabilities for large data sets from Next Generation Sequencing experiments,
first class genome annotation and background data for 26 species,
fully integrated automatic ChIP-Seq data analysis workflow (classification and clustering of reads, sequence extraction, transcription
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factor analysis, automatic generation of binding site motifs and
weight matrices from the data),

•
•

true second-level analysis that shows you the biology behind your
data,
command line tools and direct annotation database access allowing integration in your own workflows.

If there are any open questions that are not covered in this manual you are always welcome to contact us

via email:
support@genomatix.de
or
support-us@genomatix.com (US and Canada)

via phone: +49 89 599766 0

We're confident that the Genome Analyzer will help you reach your scientific goals
quicker and more easily.

Thank you for choosing a Genomatix product.

The Genomatix Team
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QuickStart Guide
Introduction
This QuickStart guide is intended to give you an overview of the various analysis types
that can be performed using the Genomatix Genome Analyzer. It also provides two examples so you can quickly familiarize yourself with both the command line and the web
interface. The main focus is on the analysis of Next Generation Sequencing data, but of
course you can use the full power of our tools to analyze DNA sequences from any
source.

About Next Generation Sequencing
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) offers a sensitive and unbiased method for highthroughput genomic studies. NGS can complement and, over time, at least partially substitute for more established methods, such as microarrays, when analyzing e.g. gene
expression, protein-DNA binding, or chromatin modification on a genome-wide scale.
A handful of suppliers offer platforms for massive parallel sequencing: Roche/454 (FLX),
Illumina Solexa (Genome Analyzer), and Applied Biosystems (SOLiD™) are available;
the Heliscope™ system by Helicos and the Pacific Biosciences SMRT are yet in development.
While tag numbers are on the rise with systems of the newer and next generation, there
are a number of issues concerning downstream analysis of the sequence reads, specifically the mapping procedure:
Shorter read lengths, compared to Sanger sequencing, pose a challenge to the mapping
to the respective genome. Shorter reads have a higher probability to match more than
once in a genome, and mapping to regions containing repeat structures is complicated
if no sequences spanning the repetitive stretches are available.
The frequency of read errors is also of some importance, as it particularly affects the
efficiency of short read mapping as well as of SNP identification. The di-base sequencing
approach implemented in the ABI SOLiD system elegantly discerns SNPs from read errors.
With increasing numbers of reads per experiment, the scalability of the mapping algorithm will become a major performance factor, and lack thereof would constitute a bottleneck in the downstream analysis process.
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Analysis types

Genome Analyzer analysis types
NGS Analyzer
This workflow shows the steps performed in an NGS data analysis for both RNA-Seq
and ChIP-Seq data. NGS Analyzer will provide clustering of reads, correlation with genomic elements like introns, exons and promoters as well as some general statistics.
You can use either RNA-Seq or ChIP-Seq data.

Chromosomal positions of individual reads

Read Analysis

RNA-Seq

ChIP-Seq

Read classification

Read statistics

Clustering

Cluster generation & classification
Cluster statistics

Cluster Integration

Cluster sequences
Cluster sequences

Cluster subtraction vs. input
DNA

Expression statistics
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Analysis types
Downstream biological analysis
These are some of the possible analyses that might be applied either on the data generated generated by NGS Analyzer or data from other sources. The complete array of
Genomatix tools and databases is available on the Genome Analyzer and can be used
via the web and the command line interface.

RNA-Seq

ChIP-Seq

Further biological analysis

Cross-species conservation
Distance correlation
Upload as genome annotation to ElDorado
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Annotation & Statistics
TFBS/module overrepresentation
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Application Examples
Prerequisites (aka "read me before you start!")

In order to reproduce the following examples, you will need an internet browser capable
of displaying Flash content and HTML5. Any modern browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Safari, etc.) should be ok. If Adobe® Flash Player is not pre-installed on your computer
you can download it from http://www.adobe.com.
To access the command line tools, you'll need a terminal/ssh connection. For Windows
users we recommend using PuTTY, a free Telnet/SSH Client which can be downloaded
from http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/. MacOS X and Linux/Unix users can work with the ssh command from the built-in terminal applications.
You will also need a user account for both the Genomatix Software Suite and the Bioinformatics Workbench, which should be provided by your system administrator.
Throughout some of the following parts of this Quickstart guide we will assume that you
are comfortable working with a command line interface and editing and viewing files
there. While you won't get around typing the commands, things are a little bit different
for viewing and editing files. If command line editors like 'pico' or 'vi' or viewers like 'more'
or 'less' are not your cup of tea, you can also mount the Genome Analyzer's file system
as a networked drive on your computer and do the editing/viewing via your editor of
choice (e.g. Wordpad, Text Edit, Emacs, etc.). Please refer to Appendix E of the Bioinformatics Workbench manual on how to do this. We will need the 'allhomes' folder for
one of the examples of this guide, so you can connect to it now, if you want to.
The sample data for the examples are provided in the 'Demo' user directory. You will
have to copy them to your own user directory before being able to change them. To do
this please follow these steps (we'll assume that you have an account and a user name,
the user name for this example is 'user1' )
• Log in to the Bioinformatics Workbench as described in the "Bioinformatics
Workbench Manual".
• On the command line type:
mkdir NGS_demo

to create a new directory
• Change to the new directory by typing
cd NGS_demo

• Copy the NGS analyzer parameter-file by typing
cp /home/Demo/NGS/NGS.par ./

Finally copy a file we'll later need for visualizing data:
cp /home/Demo/NGS/data/MPI/Bcell_MPI.bed.gz ./

That's it. You're good to go.
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Example for RNA-Seq Analysis (command line & GUI)
NGS data analysis (via command line)
This example will show you how to create clustered data from the mapped sequence
reads of a gene expression study and what information can be found in the output files.
You'll learn how to use RegionMiner to upload data and how to view it in ElDorado.
The data in this example have been generated using an Illumina/Solexa reader. They
are from a gene expression study, originally published by Sultan et al. (2008), consisting
of the following data sets:
• Gene expression in Ramos B cells
• Gene expression in HEK293T cells
• ChIP of Pol II in HEK293T cells
• Input DNA from HEK293T cells
These data are available at NCBI Genexpression Omnibus (data series: GSE11892, A
Global View of Gene Activity and Alternative Splicing by Deep Sequencing of The Human Transcriptome). We will use the gene-expression datasets to run two different analysis:
• RNA-Seq using the B-cell data
• RNA-Seq using the HEK cell data
In this example we'll use the command-line version of NGS Analyzer. For the web interface please refer to the example for ChIP-Seq analysis or the online help of the Genomatix Software Suite.
Let's start with the B-Cell data. To run an analysis, you'll first have to edit the parameter
file NGS.par which you copied before. To do this type:
pico NGS.par

The file should look like this:
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# RNA/CHIP: type of analysis
rna
# 0 : reads are NOT strand specific / 1 : reads are strand specific
0
# directory for results
/home/Demo/NGS/results/MPI
# result name (sub-directory)
Bcell
# Eldorado version (12-2013/12-2012/...)
12-2013
# Organism (hsa/mmu/rno/...)
hsa
# file with read coordinates for experiment (DGE/ChIP)
/home/Demo/NGS/data/MPI/Bcell_MPI.bed
# window size for clustering ( -1 : 100bp (default) / >0 : user provided )
-1
# limit for clustering (-1 : calculated from data / >=3 : user provided )
-1
# file with read coordinates for input control (optional, for ChIP only)
# window size for clustering ( -1 : 100bp (default) / >0 : user provided )
-1
# limit for clustering (-1 : calculated from data / >=3 : user provided )
-1

This parameter file has all the correct parameters already filled in except for the result
directory where the output will be written to. To change this, replace the contents of line
6 ('/home/Demo/NGS/results/MPI', highlighted) by '/home/<user_name>/NGS_demo'
where <user_name> has to be replaced by your account name. (e.g.
'/home/user1/NGS_demo').
Close the file by hitting 'Ctrl'-'x' (you'll be prompted to confirm the changes.) and start the
analysis by typing
NGSanalyzer NGS.par

After completion of the analysis, open the results files in the directory you specified in
the parameter file, i.e. enter
cd Bcell
more 02.read_statistics.tsv

This will give you the statistics for the reads from your input like distribution between
introns and exons, number of reads per chromosome, etc. Here is what it should look
like:
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Read Statistics:
Number of Reads
Total Read length
Minimum Read length
Maximum Read length
Average Read length

3620754
97760358bp
27
27
27.0

Genome annotation:
Intergenic regions
Promoters
Exon
Intron

1638328091bp
77887285bp
128858096bp
1328507794bp

52.9%
2.5%
4.2%
42.9%

Read distribution:
Intergenic regions
258334
7.1%
Promoters
1001008
27.6%
Exon
2811546
77.7%
Intron
455203
12.6%
Partial
95671
2.6%
3620754 reads from human (Homo sapiens)
Chr.10
Chr.11
Chr.12
Chr.13
Chr.14
Chr.15
Chr.16
Chr.17
Chr.18
Chr.19
Chr.1
Chr.20
Chr.21
Chr.22
Chr.2
Chr.3
Chr.4
Chr.5
Chr.6
Chr.7
Chr.8
Chr.9
Chr.MT
Chr.X
Chr.Y

#reads
107488
198515
217873
64754
132489
87103
184911
200013
40265
304377
323939
91923
77937
109515
234558
180701
114352
154892
165874
168198
125064
134461
100593
93007
7952

#reads/1000bp
0.79
1.47
1.63
0.56
1.23
0.85
2.05
2.46
0.52
5.15
1.30
1.46
1.62
2.13
0.96
0.91
0.60
0.86
0.97
1.06
0.85
0.95
6071.16
0.60
0.13

Note that percentages in the classification section add up to more than 100%; some
reads fall into more than one class. About 80% of reads are in annotated exons (Exon,
Partial), whereas only 7% are in intergenic regions. (A read is annotated as 'Partial' if it
maps partially to an exon.). Read density varies considerably among chromosomes,
from an average of 0.13 (Chr. Y) to 5.15 (Chr. 19) reads per 1,000 bp. As chromosomes
X and Y are partially homologous, a considerable part of the reads mapping to either one
cannot be mapped uniquely and are therefore discarded, resulting in low read densities.
The lowest read density in an autosome is 0.52 for Chr. 18. (The value for MT is due to
it's shortness, so that's simply out of bounds.)
© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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Typing
more 05.cluster_statistics.tsv

will give you the cluster statistics for this analysis, which looks like this:
Cluster detection:
Window size:
Threshold (reads/window):
Probability:
Clusters detected:

100
7
5.3e-11
63237

Reads in clusters:
min. number of reads:
avg. number of reads:
max. number of reads:
min. cluster length:
avg. cluster length:
max. cluster length:

2730603
7
43.2
47227
27bp
201.7bp
6846bp

75.42%

Genome annotation:
Intergenic regions
Promoters
Exon
Intron

1638328091bp
77887285bp
128858096bp
1328507794bp

52.9%
2.5%
4.2%
42.9%

Cluster distribution:
Intergenic regions
Promoters
Exon
Intron
Partial

440
23416
34139
682
27976

0.7%
37.0%
54.0%
1.1%
44.2%

Here, 'Probability' denotes the probability of (in this case) 7 reads mapping in a window
of 100 bp. The threshold is selected in a way that this probability multiplied by the genome length in bp is <1. This means that it is not expected to find even a single occurrence of 7 tags mapping in 100 bp just by chance if a Poisson distribution of the read
positions on the genome is assumed.
A high proportion of the reads, more than 75%, could be clustered, this is already a first
sign for low background.
Classification of clusters: About 98% of clusters map totally or partially to exons, although
exons make up only 4.2% of the genome. Just 0.7% of clusters are intergenic, however
annotated intergenic regions form more than half of the genome (53%). This indicates
that the number of loci not covered by public database annotation (NCBI and ENSEMBL)
is small.
Next, let's have a look at the expression statistics. Enter
more 08.expression_statistics.tsv

which will return the following output:
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analyzed loci:
expressed loci:
analyzed transcripts:
expressed transcripts:
RPKM:
minimum:
average:
maximum:

44441
23917
249480
173070

53.8%
69.4%

0.01039
21.51892
4935.42285

normalized expression value (NE):
minimum: 0.00010
average: 0.21519
maximum: 49.35423
(0.000:0.020]
(0.020:0.040]
(0.040:0.060]
(0.060:0.080]
(0.080:0.100]
(0.100:0.120]
(0.120:0.140]
(0.140:0.160]
(0.160:0.180]
(0.180:0.200]
(0.200:0.220]
(0.220:0.240]
(0.240:0.260]
(0.260:0.280]
(0.280:0.300]
(0.300:0.320]
(0.320:0.340]
(0.340:0.360]
(0.360:0.380]
(0.380:0.400]
(0.400:0.420]
(0.420:0.440]
(0.440:0.460]
(0.460:0.480]
(0.480:0.500]
(0.500:0.520]
(0.520:0.540]
(0.540:0.560]
(0.560:0.580]
(0.580:0.600]
(0.600:0.620]
(0.620:0.640]
(0.640:0.660]
(0.660:0.680]
(0.680:0.700]
(0.700:0.720]
(0.720:0.740]
(0.740:0.760]
(0.760:0.780]
(0.780:0.800]
(0.800:0.820]
(0.820:0.840]
(0.840:0.860]
(0.860:0.880]
(0.880:0.900]
(0.900:0.920]
(0.920:0.940]
(0.940:0.960]
(0.960:0.980]
(0.980:1.000]
(1.000:49.354]

52239
17517
12949
10682
9063
7523
6450
5295
4664
4061
3420
3057
2783
2416
2142
1944
1724
1569
1444
1338
1172
1022
977
944
827
782
724
677
647
583
583
510
475
419
417
359
327
338
326
322
307
261
237
271
223
214
219
185
181
161
6100
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The criterion for 'Expressed transcripts' is a normalized expression value (NE) > 0, i.e.
at least one read. About one third of the transcripts are in the lowest NE value class
(52239 transcripts out of the 173070 in total fall in the class with NE values between
0.000 and 0.020).
For a more complete description of all the files generated by NGS Analyzer, please refer
to the "Bioinformatics Workbench Manual"!
Now let's have a look at some other data, we'll continue with the HEK transcripts. Please
go back to your NGS_demo directory and make a copy of NGS.par by typing
cd ..
cp NGS.par NGS_HEK.par

then open NGS_HEK.par by entering
pico NGS_HEK.par

and edit the file to look like this (look for the changes in line 8 and line 14 - both are
highlighted here - of the file):
# RNA/CHIP : type of analysis
rna
# 0 : reads are NOT strand specific / 1 : reads are strand specific
0
# directory for results
/home/<user_name>/NGS_demo
# result name (sub-directory)
HEK
# Eldorado version (12-2013/12-2012/...)
12-2013
# Organism (hsa/mmu/rno/...)
hsa
# file with read coordinates for experiment (DGE/ChIP)
/home/Demo/NGS/data/MPI/Hek_MPI.bed
# window size for clustering ( -1 : 100bp (default) / >0 : user provided )
-1
# limit for clustering (-1 : calculated from data / >=3 : user provided )
-1
# file with read coordinates for input control (optional, for ChIP only)
# window size for clustering ( -1 : 100bp (default) / >0 : user provided )
-1
# limit for clustering (-1 : calculated from data / >=3 : user provided )
-1

Line 8 has been changed to create a different output directory and line 14 has been
changed to use a different input data file for this analysis, everything else is unchanged.
Again, replace <user_name> by your account name!
Start the analysis as before by typing:
NGSanalyzer NGS_HEK.par
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and move to the result directory to look at the read statistics after the analysis has finished:
cd HEK
more 02.read_statistics.tsv

This should give you something similar to this:

Read Statistics:
Number of Reads
Total Read length
Minimum Read length
Maximum Read length
Average Read length

4271502
115330554bp
27
27
27.0

Genome annotation:
Intergenic regions
Promoters
Exon
Intron

1638328091bp
77887285bp
128858096bp
1328507794bp

52.9%
2.5%
4.2%
42.9%

Read distribution:
Intergenic regions
195126
4.6%
Promoters
1260057
29.5%
Exon
3557025
83.3%
Intron
389505
9.1%
Partial
129846
3.0%
4271502 reads from human (Homo sapiens)

Chr.10
Chr.11
Chr.12
Chr.13
Chr.14
Chr.15
Chr.16
Chr.17
Chr.18
Chr.19
Chr.1
Chr.20
Chr.21
Chr.22
Chr.2
Chr.3
Chr.4
Chr.5
Chr.6
Chr.7
Chr.8
Chr.9
Chr.MT
Chr.X
Chr.Y

#reads
126464
218399
232413
58860
111151
106984
190585
317961
42939
329928
461410
102142
92820
122424
262871
222256
111496
189129
185651
161215
133821
155678
109526
216940
8439

#reads/1000bp
0.93
1.62
1.74
0.51
1.04
1.04
2.11
3.92
0.55
5.58
1.85
1.62
1.93
2.39
1.08
1.12
0.58
1.05
1.08
1.01
0.91
1.10
6610.30
1.40
0.14
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As you can see, the percentages are about the same, with slightly more reads (86%) in
exonic areas and less reads (4%) in intergenic regions.
Have a look at the cluster statistics (05.cluster_statistics.tsv). You'll find similar results to
those of the B cell analysis. Even more reads (81%) could be clustered and again, about
98% of the clusters are fully or partially associated with exons.
ElDorado data visualization
In the next step, we'll use some of the generated Bcell data in ElDorado to visualize them
within the genomic annotation.
Start your browser and open the home page of your Genomatix Genome Analyzer.
('http://ggaint.genomatix.de' is used in this example, you'll have to replace it to access
your GGA). You should see a page like this:

Now click the 'Login' button...
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... and enter your user name and password:

Data upload
To use sequence or BED files within the Genomatix Software Suite, you need to add
them to your project by uploading them to the system first. This can be done whenever
you want to start a task. You can also upload BED files using the BED-file tools from the
"Tools" menu. This is what we'll show you now.
On the upcoming Genomatix Software Suite main page, select the 'BED-file tools' task
from the 'Tools' menu:

© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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On top of the 'Input' section click the 'Add BED files...' button to upload the BED files
from your command line analysis:

As the files are already on the GGA, you can select the "Import BED / bigBed file(s) from
the GGA" option as shown below. Then click "Browse GGA..." to open the file chooser:
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First of all, we will upload the single reads of the Bcell experiment. If you followed the
instructions under 'Preliminaries and Prerequisites', this file should be in your
'NGS_demo' folder; the file name is 'Bcell_MPI.bed.gz'.
To open folders in the file chooser click on the box to the left of the folder name. There
is just one parent folder ('workbench_home') in this example, which might be different on
your GGA depending on the configuration. Within the 'workbench_home' folder navigate
to your user folder ("user1" in this example) then to the 'NGS_demo' folder, then tick the
box next to 'Bcell_MPI.bed.gz' and hit the submit button:

After submitting the file the file chooser window will close and the selected file will show
up in the upload window. We can choose an optional name for the data, so we can later
identify them more easily. 'BcellReads' is used as name in the example. After entering
these data your screen should look like the one below.

Hit the 'Submit' button and the upload will start. The data will then be uploaded to the
GGA. After a successful upload your output should look like this:
© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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After uploading the single reads, we'll now upload the B cell clustered reads we generated using NGSanalyzer. To do this, click the 'add more BED files' button. The data we
need should be in the Bcell subfolder of your NGS_demo folder ('03_cluster.bed'), so
after repeating the above steps to get to the file chooser your selection should look like
this:
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Hit the 'Submit' button again then enter e.g. "BcellCluster" as a name, submit the upload
and wait for it to finish. This should be a quicker upload than the single reads as there
are much less regions in the cluster file. Your result should look like this:

You can close the upload window now by clicking 'Close this window'. Within the 'BED
File Toolbox' window that should come to front, there should be two bed files now:

You can upload files in a similar way within any application that needs files as input. For
big files it is recommended to select the "Email option" within the upload window. The
upload will then work in the background and you'll be notified by email whenever it is
finished. You can also select multiple files in the file chooser. All of these will get an
optional name as a prefix then.
Now let's visualize the data you've just uploaded. To do this, select 'GenomeBrowser'
from the 'Genes & Genomes' menu item on top of your page:
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After submitting, you'll get an empty Genome Browser window as no genomic region has
been selected yet:

Before we start looking at a gene, we need to add the data from the BED files to the
display. Click on the 'Add / remove track' button,

then open 'BED file tracks' within the chooser and tick both coverage tracks from the
uploaded data like this:

Click the 'Add / remove tracks' button again or use the 'x' on the top right to close the
chooser. You'll notice that two tracks have been added within GenomeBrowser. Now
we're ready to look at some genes.
First we'll have a look at the differences between single reads and clusters for different
transcripts of the CD74 gene. Please type 'CD74' in the text field on top that reads 'Enter
a region or gene'. A list should pop up, where you can select 'CD74' either with the cursor
keys or the mouse:
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The locus will be loaded and should look like this:

On top you can see various annotation tracks (like microRNA, Module, Promoter Region,
etc.). Below are the data tracks for the clustered data and the single reads. Note that the
scaling is different for the tracks. The clusters are there or not (hence the scale ranges
from 0.00 to 1.00). The different heights are due to a cluster only partially falling into a
bin. For the reads the range goes up to 309, so you'll see clusters even where there are
a few reads only. You can change the way data is displayed by double-clicking on a data
track and selecting one of the upcoming options. For clustered data the 'region map'
display might make more sense than the bar charts currently shown, so double-click that
track, then select 'Plot type' from the menu and the 'Region map' from the list of options:

You can also change the height of tracks to get a better resolution. Let's do this for the
reads track. Double-click it, then choose 'Track height settings' and set the height to 60
instead of 30 in the upcoming window:
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We can also increase the horizontal resolution of the displayed data. Click the 'Settings'
button
on top to get the settings window:

Increase the 'Number of bins' to 300 and click the 'OK' button.
Your display should change and look more like this now:
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The 'Transcript' track can be expanded to reveal all alternative transcripts for a gene by
clicking the small grey triangle to the left of it:

As you can see, the transcripts run in anti-sense direction (from right to left in the display).
You can also see that all of the exons (the thick boxes) in the transcript track are covered
by clusters. Within the reads track you can see that the read coverage for the various
clusters differs. The one associated with the last exon (the leftmost one) has the highest
coverage, while those ahead (immediately to the right of it) are less covered in comparison.
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Let's have a look on another gene, 'ELF4'. The ELF4 locus might serve as an example
where the NGS experiment can give you a hint which transcript is expressed. Enter
'ELF4' in the text input box on top and your locus should look like this:

Note that the first exon (from right) is covered only by a few solitary tags, but no cluster:
a hint that the promoter in the middle of the locus might be predominant in this context.
Here is another example which you can view by entering the gene symbol:
In the HTATSF1 locus (a HIV1 TAT specific factor), the B cell cluster structure together
with the CAGE based TSR annotation (encircled below) suggests that there might be an
additional transcript using an exon upstream of the first exon of the known transcripts
(where only a UTR is annotated):

That's it for the first example. For additional information on what you can do with the
tools, please refer to the online help of the Genomatix Software Suite or the Bioinformatics Workbench Guide.
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Example for ChIP-Seq Analysis (GUI only)
NGS data analysis (via web interface)
Now we'll look at some data based on a genome-wide profiling of PPARgamma:RXR
binding sites published by Nielsen et al. (Genes Dev. 2008; 22(21): 2953–2967, PMID:
18981474). The data was generated via ChIP-Seq and we would like to thank the labs
of Susanne Mandrup at the University of Southern Denmark and Henk Stunnenberg at
the Nijmegen Centre for Molecular Life Sciences (NCMLS) for kindly providing the raw
data used for this part of the Quickstart guide.
We'll use two data files that consist of mapped reads of two lanes from an Illumina sequencer for day 1 and day 6 of the experiment. Day 1 will be used as control set with no
(or low) presence of PPARG (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma) in the
cells. Day 6, with high presence of PPARG, will be used as ChIP input data.
The data needed is already in the 'Demo' folder on the Genome Analyzer. So you can
access the files directly on the GGA.
We will show two strategies in this part. The first one will be using the tools step by step
to introduce you to them one by one. For the second strategy we'll use the ChIP-Seq
workflow that's available on the GGA.
First of all let's start by creating a dedicated project on the GGA. To do this, please click
on 'Projects & Account' in the navigation bar or on 'Projects & Results' in the menu:

On the upcoming 'Project Management' page click on the 'New project' button on the
bottom left to create a new project:
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A small pop-up window will open, where you can enter a name for the project. Please
enter 'PPARG' here and confirm by clicking the 'OK' button:

To conveniently work with the new project we can set it up as the default project. All
analyses we do will then automatically be put into this project folder. Please select the
newly created 'PPARG' project from the selection list on the bottom of the 'Project Management' page and click the 'Set default project!' button next to it:

In the next step we'll upload the data files to the project. Both files can be found on the
network drive mounted from the GGA. Windows users can find them at
\allhomes\Demo\NGS\data\PPARG\,

MacOS X and Linux users at
/allhomes/Demo/NGS/data/PPARG/

Select the 'BED-file tools' item from the 'Tools' menu:

On the 'BED-file toolbox' page, use the 'Browse' button in the 'Upload a file ... from your
local computer' to select the 'day1.bed.gz' file in the directory given above.
Then make sure to select 'Mus musculus' as the species, otherwise the genomic positions won't match!
Name the data 'PPARG_day1' and continue uploading them as above for the RNA-Seq
example.
Then repeat the above steps for the file 'day6.bed.gz' (naming them PPARG_day6). You
should get a similar result, with 1,739,487 regions being uploaded to the file.
www.genomatix.de
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Now we're set to go. We'll start the analysis by doing some peak-finding, then identify
and overrepresented transcription factor binding sites in the identified peaks, build a matrix from the top scoring regions and finally have a look at some associated pathways.
Let's start with the peak identification. Please select 'Peak Finding' from the 'NGS Analysis' menu in the navigation bar:

As we're working with mouse data we need to set the organism first. The read data we're
going to use have been mapped to NCBI's genome build 37, so we also need to choose
that version of the genome. You can select both options on the top right of the page like
this:

The matching ElDorado version will then automatically be selected.
As you can see there are no BED files uploaded yet, so that is what we need to do next.
This works similar to the previous example. Click the 'Add BED files' button, then select
the 'Import files from the GGA' option, click 'Browse GGA...' and within the file chooser
go to 'workbench_home'->'Demo'->'NGS'->'data'->'PPARG'. Select both files like this:

and hit the 'Submit' button.

Your 'BED file upload' page now should look like this:
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Hit the 'Submit' button and wait for the upload to finish which will take a minute or two.
The output will look like this:

You can close this window to return to the 'Peak finding' page.
Now let's set everything up for the peak finding to run. In the 'Input file(s) with read positions (Sample or Treatment)' section, select "day6.bed". As we want to use the day 1
data as control set the 'Use second set of input files (control files) for differential analyses'
in the 'Control files' section and select the "day1.bed" file here.
We'll use 'NGSAnalyzer' for clustering with the default parameters and 'Audic-Claverie'
for peak evaluation, so you don't need to change anything for the other parameters. In
the 'Output' section you can edit the result name to something like 'PPARG_cluster' and
select the 'Show result directly in browser window' option, as the analysis shouldn't take
too long.
Your page should look similar to this one:
www.genomatix.de
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Hit the 'Submit' button and the job page should come up giving you some info on the
running job and a link to the result when the job is finished. If you named your result as
suggested there should be a 'PPARG_cluster.html' link on the bottom. Click on it to get
to the result page.
On the result page you'll find the analysis parameters on top. As we left the 'Sample
Read Classification and statistics' option ticked on the parameter page, there should be
four tabs below these, 'Read Classification for all files', 'Peak finding', 'Classification of
Peaks' and 'Download of Results' with the second one selected:
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After peak calling and evaluation 8,974 significant peaks have been identified with about
8% of the raw reads falling into peaks.
Before we continue visualizing the peaks, let's have a look at the statistics. First click on
the 'Read Classification of all files' tab to get an overview of the raw read statistics.

As you can see from the statistics, 7.0% of the raw reads in day6.bed are located in
promoter regions, which is a 2.7 fold enrichment compared to the proportion of promoter
www.genomatix.de
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sequence in the mouse genome. This is an indicator that the ChIP worked well and
picked regions where we'd expect transcription factor binding.
Now select the 'Classification of peaks' tab to have a look at the statistics for the peaks.

Here you can see that the peaks are even more predominantly associated with promoter
regions (with a 4.3 fold enrichment).
Now go back to the 'Peak finding' page to save the resulting BED file to the result database, so it can be used for further analyses. Clicking the 'Save BED file' button will take
you to a page where you can select a name for the result:

We changed the default name to "PPARG_peaks" for the example, hitting 'Save' will
transfer it to the result database and you will get a confirmation page that looks like this:
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We can now visualize the peaks in the Genome Browser as we did for the RNA-Seq
example in the previous chapter. Choose 'Genome Browser' from the 'Genes & Genomes' menu again. On the top right there should be a small icon depicting a mouse to
indicate that we're using the mouse genome for visualization.
As an example we'll have a look at the 'Wdr45' gene, so please type either 'Wdr45' or
'54636' (the GeneID of 'Wdr45') into the 'Enter a region or gene' textfield. Then using the
'Add/remove tracks' button to add the coverage tracks for the 'PPARGpeaks',
'PPARGday1' and 'PPARGday6' data sets as before.

Then set the display type to 'Region map' for the peaks track, and to 'Line plot' for both
of the read tracks. It also makes sense to normalize the scaling on all tracks. To achieve
this you can use the 'Global common auto scaling'. Double-click on any of the read
tracks, then select 'Scale type'. In the upcoming window select "Global common auto
scaling" as 'Scale type', tick the 'Apply to multiple tracks' box and select both the "day1"
and "day6" tracks. (As the peaks are set to 'Region map' plotting, there is no need to
scale them.). You should end up at a display like this, where a cluster can be clearly
seen in the middle promoter of the Wdr45 gene:
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Opening the 'Transcript' track by clicking on the triangle on the left reveals that this is the
promoter associated with most of the transcripts of the Wdr45 gene, there is just a single
Ensembl transcript that is associated with the gene locus that is 5' upstream:

Transcription factor overrepresentation
Next, we'll check for overrepresented transcription factors in our peak regions. If the
ChiP-Seq has worked well, we would expect to find PPARG binding sites within them.
To get started, please select 'Overrepresented TFBS' from the 'Gene regulation' menu:
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On the upcoming page, select the 'PPARG_peaks' BED file, and simply click on 'Continue':

Then choose a name for your result and finally hit the submit button:

Looking at the result page, you'll find the V$PERO family as the top ranking entry in the
list, which is indeed the family describing binding sites for the PPARG transcription factor. You could click on the family name to get more information on it. Other top families
include V$NRF2 (nuclear receptor 2 subfamily factors) and V$RXRF (the retinoid X receptor family, that often binds together with PPARG).

Having the V$PERO family in the top spot confirms that the generated peak regions are
associated with PPARG binding.
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Distance correlation
Another interesting aspect now is the location of the peaks in the genome. If they are
promoter associated, we should find them predominantly ahead of transcription start
sites. To check this we can use 'GenomeInspector' from the 'Genes & Genomes' menu:

On the parameter page (this might take a moment to load) set the 'Anchor Set' to 'Transcripts'->'Primary transcripts' and choose the 'PPARG_peaks' file as the partner set:
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Hit the 'Start analysis' button and after a little while you should end up with a result like
this:

As you can see, PPARG clusters are predominantly found ahead of transcript starts, with
a peak maximum at -96
.
We can now use this correlation to extract a list of genes that do have a PPARG peak
close to their transcription start. On the bottom of the page, select 'view correlation as
list' and enter '-200' to '0' in the distance text fields.

This will give you a list of all transcripts having a PPARG peak in a 0 to 200 bp 5' distance
of the transcript start position:
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Use the 'Extract table as Excel file' button on the bottom of the page to download an
Excel table of the full list of genes. Save this for now, we'll need it later.
Generating a new binding site matrix from ChIP data
So far we've been using pre-defined binding site matrices from the MatBase/MatInspector library provided with the Genomatix Genome Analyzer. It is, however, also possible
to generate your own matrices from the data generated by a ChIP-Seq experiment.
The PPARG peak regions can be used in CoreSearch to generate a new PPARG binding
site matrix. We won't use all of them but only the top 500 regions with the lowest p-value.
To extract this subset, we can use the 'BED file toolbox'. Please choose 'BED-file tools'
from the 'Tools' menu, then select the 'PPARG_peaks' file:
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Open the 'Subset of regions' selection below by clicking the '+' icon. Select the 'containing the...' option on the bottom, and enter '500' for the number of regions and 'lowest' for
the scores'. This will get you the 500 regions with the best (lowest) p-values from the
analysis. Submit the page to get a result like this:

Save the 500 regions as 'PPARG_peaks_subset.bed'.
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Now that we've extracted the 500 top-scoring regions, we must transfer them into a sequence file, as CoreSearch - the software we'll use to generate the matrix - only works
with DNA sequences as input. Therefore we need to convert our BED file to a sequence
file. This can also be done using the BED-file toolbox. Open it up again and select the
'PPARG_peaks_subset.bed' file we've just created. Below within the 'Conversion from
BED file to sequence...' section please select the 'Convert BED file to DNA and extract'
option and submit the page:

On the upcoming result page, you can rename the file to 'PPARG_peaks_subset.seq' to
shorten the name a bit, then save it to your project.
Now we're ready to start with the weight matrix generation. To start the search for a
common motif, select 'Gene Regulation' -> 'Regulatory Pattern Definition & Search' ->
'CoreSearch' from the menu.

In the 'Sequence Input' section select the 'PPARG_peaks_subset.seq' file you've just
saved, then press the 'Load Sequence' button:
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On the parameter page of CoreSearch, set the 'Length of core' to '9' and reduce the 'Min.
number of sequences' to '150 (30%)'. This will look for a motif with a longer core that
occurs in at least 30% of the input sequences.

Press the 'Start CoreSearch' button to run the analysis. Please be patient, this might take
a few minutes.
On the top of the result page your search parameters are shown again, then there's a
list of input sequences that were discarded for being to short (less than 80bp):

Of the remaining sequences, 485 were aligned to create a motif as you can see in the
'Final Motif' section of the result. There you'll also find a conservation profile and the
information that 253 of the 485 sequences contained a match to V$PERO, which is the
PPARG matrix family.
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On the bottom of the page you can save the created matrix families to your own 'userdefined' matrix library. For the purposes of this Quickstart guide, you can just select the
top-most matrix and then save it (via 'Save Selected Matrices'), e.g. as U$PPARG:

If you want to have a look at your matrix, please choose 'Personal matrix library & subsets' from the 'Account menu':

Then click on the 'personal matrix library' link:
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Then select the 'PPARG' family/matrix, which should look like this:

This motif is rather similar to the PPARG matrix in the library (V$PERO) as well as to the
motif given in the publication of Nielsen et al. cited above.
Finding pathway-, process- or disease-associations
Finally let's use the gene list we generated via the distance correlation using GenomeInspector to check if the genes we identified as having a PPARG peak in the 5' upstream
region of their transcripts can be associated with any pathways, biological processes or
diseases. We'll use 'GePS' (the Genomatix Pathway System) to perform this task.
First of all, use a spreadsheet software to open the downloaded Excel file. In column H
the column header should read 'GeneID'. Select all the GeneIDs in this column (you can
skip the last few '0's) and copy them to the clipboard.
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Then choose 'GePS' from the 'Literature & Pathway' menu. On the upcoming GePS
page, click on 'Characterization of gene sets':

On the GePS parameter page, paste the GeneIDs into the text field, select 'Mus musculus' as organism and tick the 'Orthologous mapping' checkbox. This will allow to use
annotation of canonical signal transduction pathways from human to be used based on
orthologous genes. In the 'Annotation types' section tick 'Biological processes' and 'Diseases' in addition to the 'Signal transduction' pathways:
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There might be a warning about discarded GeneIDs which you can ignore. You'll get to
the overview screen where you'll find the "Gene lists / filters" section on the left hand
side. Clicking on any of the headers (e.g. 'Signal transduction pathways (canonical)',
'Biological processes (GO)' or 'Diseases (MeSH)') will bring up the most relevant entries
for each category:

As you can see, most of the results are related to either the PPARG pathway, lipid metabolic processes, diseases like 'fatty liver' or 'lipodystrophy'. PPARG is known to play a
role in most of these, so this is more evidence that the biologically relevant genes were
picked via the ChIP and the subsequent analysis.
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To view one of the pathways, simply click on the 'P' button in the "Signal Transduction
Pathways"-panel and the graphical representation of the canonical pathway will appear:

Here you can move around nodes, zoom in or out, change the layout, get information on
all the nodes, etc. Genes from your input list are marked in yellow.
If you click directly on an entry in any of the panels, instead of getting a canonical pathway, you'll get a network constructed from the genes associated with that entry. If you
open the "Biological Processes (GO)" panel, for example, and select the "fatty acid oxidation", you'll get a network built from the 12 genes from your input list that are associated with this GO term. The edges in the network are based on co-citation, curated interactions or transcription factor binding evidence.
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Using the ChIP-Seq workflow
Now after you've done a lot of analysis steps separately, we'll show you how to use the
'ChIP-Seq workflow' available on the GGA to do several steps automatically. The workflow is an integrated process that runs several of the more common analyses at once
without any user interaction. We'll use the same PPARG dataset as above.
Please select 'ChIP-Seq Workflow' from the 'NGS Analysis' menu. Then choose the
'PPARG_day6 file in the 'Input file with read positions...' section and the 'PPARG_day1'
file in the 'Control file' section, as you did before. In the parameter section, we'll choose
the 'MACS' algorithm instead of the 'NGSanalyzer':

As the workflow will take about 20 minutes, we'll use the 'email option' instead of showing
the result directly on the screen. If you tick 'Send the URL of the result...' on the screen
coming up after hitting the 'Continue' button and then submit the task, you should find an
email containing a link to the result in your inbox after a little while. (You can also check
the Project Management from time to time to see which part of the workflow is currently
running or if the result is already there.)
The result page will give you a comprehensive overview of all analyses that were performed as well as links to the detailed results of each of them.
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Within the 'Peak finding' tab you can see that MACS identified more peaks than the
'NGSAnalyzer', there are 13,695 reads:

Looking at the 'Peak classification' you can see that those are, again, enriched in promoter regions (4.5 fold):

Within 'TFBS Overrepresentation' V$PERO was picked again as the most overrepresented transcription factor binding site.

In CoreSearch the second most prevalent transcription factor family NR2F was found to
match to most of the regions. If you check the matrix generated by CoreSearch, you'll
find it to be a bit shorter than the one we created during the step-by-step analysis and it
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inverted, so you have to click the 'invert matrix' option when saving it to do a side-by-side
comparison. This is due to the different peak finding algorithm as well as the fact, that
we increased the core to '9' and reduced the occurrence to 30%. However the motif still
shows some similarity to V$PERO and the published motif.

Conclusion
That's it! You're done with the GGA Quickstart Guide. Thank you for following along all
the way. Hopefully you feel familiar enough now to run your own analyses on the system.
For more detailed information on any of the Genomatix Software Suite tools and tasks
please refer to the online help which is accessible via the 'Help' menu on the top of every
page. For a more detailed description of the Bioinformatics Workbench please refer to
the guide that also comes with the GGA.
For any questions or comments, you're most welcome to send us an email to either
support@genomatix.de
or
support-us@genomatix.com.
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